Imagine the possibilities!
Upon Arrival:

These items are all provided for you and must stay in the room for the entirety of the year! If anything is broken or missing during your stay or when you check out, you will be responsible for the cost to fix/replace it.

- 2 Beds (with mattresses)
- 2 Closets
- 2 Dressers
- 2 Desks and Chairs
- Full Length Mirror
- Curtains
- Internet and Cable TV Access

Twin X-Long!
Permanent Lofts

- Room comes Pre-Lofted (both beds)
- Re-arrangeable
- Bunkable
- Adjustable

Permanent lofts come in two different sections, the top bed section and the lower “height” section. These two parts can be separated for alternative room arrangements, just keep in mind that all parts must stay in the room!
This is “half-height” for these lofts, they typically come up to about here:

This leaves you much more floor space available for futons and activities! We removed the lower sections in order to better show they entirety of the room.
Sensenbrenner

The permanent lofts in Sensenbrenner are brand new, so we haven’t gotten to try that many options yet, this is my personal bedroom for the summer, but we’ll have more options to show you come fall move-in!
Bunks

Bergstrom beds can bunk without any additional materials. The bed frames have nubbins on the corners so the beds simply stack on top of each other and are completely stable as a bunk bed.

Madelaine and Lorraine bed frames require a free-standing loft to bunk. One bed frame slides on top of the loft frame and the second bed simply fits underneath the lofted bed.

Keep in mind that the bottom bunk becomes a communal area and basically turns into a couch for any guests of the room. So if personal space/privacy is desired, lofting both beds might be the best option.
Perpendicular bunking requires a free-standing loft in both Mad/Lor and Bergstrom.

- Bergstrom
- Mad/Lor
Dual Lofting!

Getting both beds in the air gives you back all of your floor space and grants you the largest number of options for room arrangement/decorating/functionality, plus allows you to keep your bed as private space.

• Bergstrom  • Mad/Lor
Bergstrom Hall

Bergstrom Dual-Lofts have the Free-Standing loft next to the desks with the L-Loft latching onto the broad side of the free-standing loft, extending perpendicularly against the wall across from the closets.

The flat rate for lofts is $145 each with the person renting the L-Loft paying an additional $17.50 (I paid the lesser amount, so I took my roommate out for ice cream to make up for it). Make sure to discuss who’s renting which before move-in!
Mad/Lor desks and sinks make a traditional L-Loft impossible, so College Products devised a way for us to be able to loft the beds differently, with the free-standing loft across from the closets against the wall and the L-Loft hooking onto the end of it over-top of the corner desk. Keep in mind claustrophobia!
This Support Pole acts as the fourth leg to the loft, giving it the last bit of support and equal weight distribution to keep your loft standing strong!

Notice that this desk is underneath the L-Loft. If you or your roommate is claustrophobic, this desk is NOT a good option!
Room Setup Ideas:

- Lofting both beds creates space underneath for your futon, TV, chairs, fridge, desks, etc...
- Talk to your new roommate about futons, microwaves, TVs, refrigerators, rugs, lamps, etc... Talking prior to move-in day can clear up a lot of stress and confusion!
- Talk to your roommate BEFORE you purchase a loft, especially if you plan on having an L-shaped.
# What To Bring

## Essential Items
- Alarm clock
- Toiletries/personal care items
- **Shower shoes/flip-flops**
- Towels and washcloths
- Hangers
- **Bed linens size twin extra-long**
- Pillow(s), blanket(s)
- Mattress pad
- Laundry basket/bag
- Laundry detergent/fabric softener

## Consider Bringing
- Refrigerator *(under four cubic feet, one per room)*
- Iron and ironing board
- Sewing kit
- Fan
- Cleaning supplies
- Desk organizer
- Lamp/desk lamp *(No halogen lamps or bulbs)*
- Television *(smaller sized)*
- DVD/Blu Ray player
- Microwave *(under 700 watts, 1 per room)*
- Egg crate mattress pad
- 3M removable tape products
- Dry erase board
- Storage totes

## Do NOT bring
- **Candles**
- Incense
- **Hot plates**
- Toasters
- Sun/halogen lamps
- Skillets
- Gas appliances
- Grills *(including George Foreman grills)*
- Air conditioners
- Pizza ovens
- Aquariums larger than 20 gal.

### Weapons of any sort
- Any open flame devices
- Flammable liquids
- Fireworks
- Anything that might scratch floors *(i.e. metal surfaces/bottoms)*

---

Candles includes any open flame elements such as incense.

Hot plates includes any open heating elements, which does include coffee makers that have hot plates built in.

Pocket knives are ok as long as the blade is under 3".

[http://www.snc.edu/housing/bring.html](http://www.snc.edu/housing/bring.html)
Color
Photographs
Bulletin Boards
Posters

Personalize!
Yes!

Command Strips and Poster Putty work great and don’t leave residue or remove paint!

NO.

Duct tape leaves residue, removes paint, and the acidity of the adhesive eats away at doors and walls over time.
Extra lighting is great for when your roommate decides to crash early! Lofts tend to block out most of the light in a room, so desk lamps are convenient for working after sun-down.
Stackable desk shelves are great for organizing homework, notebooks, projects, etc. and keeping your desk clear!

Mobile drawer units work well for those extra items like belts, ties, and hair accessories.

Shower caddies are GREAT for the ladies! Guys only need one bottle of product when headed to the showers, but women have almost 900 things to carry, so using a shower caddy makes those morning shower trips MUCH easier!
Area rugs give you one more way to express yourself and really make your room YOUR ROOM. Plus they keep your feet from touching the cold tiles in the winter!

Floors

Carpet squares are great for little things like Mini Fridges from scratching the floor surface.
But where do I get this stuff???

Retail stores offer GREAT sales during the back to school season, plus everything matches and works together functionally. Everything is offered in a large variety of colors and styles, have fun with it!

There are several stores that can be found locally that offer good deals. ShopKo has a partnership with the college and typically hands out coupons during move-in, but that’s no guarantee!

Just be sure to talk with your roommate ahead of time so you both know who’s bringing which items, nothing is more awkward than both of you showing up on move-in day with futons!

Be careful with shopping online and make sure to be going through sites that are targeted specifically for college living!